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POST SUPER BOWL THERAPY

The Bullsheet will be holding an event tomorrow on A-Quad for anyone suffering from 
the outcome of the Super Bowl.

Although the 49ers lost [we kind of think] they did a good job and wanted to help anyone 
pay their respects tomorrow afternoon around 3 PM, outside of Knapp Hall.

Before everyone’s arrival, we will have buried various blocks and pieces of gold. Once the 
clock has struck 3 PM, the digging will begin.

Participants will be provided with a small, plastic shovel or a pair of plastic gloves if they 
wish to use their hands and dig through the dirt.

Whoever digs out the most gold will be crowned winner of the Superbowl and feel really 
good about themselves, maybe you could have a tour of the Bullsheet office as well.

Wear appropriate attire for this event:
- Hard Hats
- Closed-toed shoes
- Flared jeans
- Cowboy Boots
- Denison Hoodies
- Adidas Superstars
- Plaid Pants
- Cupcake skirts
- Capri Jeans
- Sandals

And anything else you don’t mind getting dirty.
EXCEPT:
- Adidas Sambas
- Straight-leg jeans
- Denison Crewnecks
- Blue shirts
- Cowboy Boots
- Floral-print pants
- Thick stripes
- Tevas

We don’t really like those.

Please don’t tell your friends about this no one trusts word of mouth.

Brin Glass,
Junior Writer



Claire Anderson

Mick,
Head Writer 

(Whatever that means)

What a Real Dr. Pepper Addiction 
Looks Like...
Recently on instagram and other social media platforms, I have noticed vid-
eos and memes talking about having an addiction to soda. More specifically, 
I have seen a lot of these videos and memes related to Dr. Pepper. I see these 
influencers saying stuff like “I drink a Dr. Pepper every week” or “I drink a 
can of Dr. Pepper every other day”. Those are fucking rookie numbers. If that 
is “a lot” Dr. Pepper, I am the Michael Jordan of drinking Dr. Pepper. I’m the 
best there ever was and ever will be. My Dr. Pepper addiction runs deep. If a 
doctor saw my history with Dr. Pepper they would be shocked that I am still 
able to breathe. My senior year of highschool my friend and I would each get 
a 32 Ounce Big Gulp from 7/11 before school everyday. That's like 4 tons of 
sugar straight to the face every morning. I’ve drank so much Dr. Pepper that 
I’m surprised I still have teeth in my mouth. I quit drinking Doctor Pepper 
for a whole summer about two years ago, but then my friends threw me a Dr. 
Pepper themed surprise birthday party. They bought me over 150 Dr. Pep-
pers. We cleared those delicious little fuckers in a month. Don’t talk to me 
about your cute little “Dr. Pepper Addiction”. Get some real fucking prob-
lems. You don’t know the physical toll that I’ve done to my body with Dr. 
Pepper. On another note, Dr. Pepper please sponsor me. 
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